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Bernd Seidensticker

TRAGIC THEMES IN LARGE PAINTINGS. 
FROM THE WORK ON THE NEW OVERBECK

Johannes Overbeck’s Antike Schriftquellen zur Geschichte der bildenden 
Künste bei den Griechen of 1868 has been – and still is – an essential 
work-tool not only for all disciplines of Altertumswissenschaften, but 
also for art history and many other areas of the cultural sciences. But time 
has taken its toll: After almost 150 years, the increase in the pertinent 
material and in our knowledge of Greek art and the considerable changes 
in the qualifi cations and needs of the different users call for a substantial 
philological and archaeological revision of the book to turn the collection 
of sources into a modern interdisciplinary research tool. A small group of 
philologists, archaeologists and epigraphers in Berlin1 have undertaken this 
task and are presently working to update – or perhaps rather to replace – the 
Old Overbeck.

The most important steps of the revision are:

1. The addition of new or overlooked testimonia
Overbeck has 2400 testimonia (plus a supplementum of about 100). We 
will be able to add approximately 500 new literary testimonia. They come 
from new texts, yet unknown to Overbeck, as e. g. Herondas’ Mimiamb IV 
(with the mention of the sons of Praxiteles and of Apelles) or the New 
Poseidippos which contains nine epigrams on masterpieces of sculpture, 
among them statues, about which we had no previous knowledge – like 
the Tydeus (or perhaps a group of the Seven against Thebes) by Myron 
(Nr. 69 AB), or the statue of the poet Philitas by Hecataeus (Nr. 63 AB) – 
and others, of which the existence had been doubted – like the self portrait 
of Theodorus (Nr. 67 AB).2

Other new texts may have been overlooked by Overbeck or they 
have been excluded deliberately. It is always amazing how complete the 

1 The group consists of: Klaus Hallof, Sascha Kansteiner, Lauri Lehmann, Seba-
stian Prignitz, Bernd Seidensticker and Klaus Stemmer.

2 Zu den 'Andriantopoiik£ cf. K. Gutzwiller, “Posidippus on Statuary”, in: G. Bas-
tianini, A. Casanova (edd.), Il papiro di Posidippo un anno dopo (Firenze 2002) 41–60; 
I. Männlein-Robert, Stimme, Schrift und Bild. Zum Verhältnis der Künste in der helleni-
stischen Dichtung (Heidelberg 2007) 53–65; V. M. Strocka, “Poseidippus von Pella und 
die Anfänge der griechischen Kunstgeschichtsschreibung”, Klio 89 (2007) 332–345.
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collections of the 19th century are. Searches with all the technical help, 
we have at our disposal today, showed that Overbeck did not miss much, 
and among our fi ndings there are some, which Overbeck may have known, 
but not included in his collection, because he felt that they were almost 
identical with others from which they are derived and did not add impor-
tant information. We have – sometimes and especially in the case of the 
most important artists such as Phidias – added these or we have at least 
mentioned them in the commentary on the more important testimonia. The 
greatest increase, however, is in the inscriptions, of which there are only 
few in the Old Overbeck. We will be able to add approximately 1500 new 
inscriptions, and by doing this we will not only replace the Overbeck, but 
also Emanuel Loewy’s standard work Inschriften griechischer Bildhauer 
of 1885. On the other hand we have not tried – although that would have 
been a major improvement – to add testimonia about artifi ces minores, 
such as gem-cutters, mosaicists, and others – and there will still be no 
architects.

The basic structure of the Old Overbeck is largely preserved, but due to 
the doubling of the material and to some rearrangement of the old material 
because of new research results, there will be new numbers, and we have 
tried to eliminate certain inconsistencies. 

2. Revision of the texts, translation and commentary
For most of the texts from which the testimonia are taken we now have 
better critical editions than Overbeck, and in some cases the differences are 
of importance for the meaning of the text. More important, however, than 
giving the user a more reliable text is to help him understand it. The New 
Overbeck therefore will add translations, which in the 19th century were 
not needed. Many of the more remote texts – e. g. scholia, inscriptions, and 
Byzantine texts – have never been translated, and the available translations 
are sometimes wrong or at least imprecise. This is partly due to the fact that 
the translators rarely had suffi cient archaeological expertise and partly to 
the fact that the technical and aesthetic terminology of the texts is rather 
vague. We use existing translations, but in almost all cases they have to be 
corrected or modifi ed.

Translations, however, are not enough to make the texts accessible 
to all prospective users of the New Overbeck. Of equal – if not greater 
importance – are short philological and archaeological commentaries: 
Each testimonium will get a short introductory passage – just a few lines – 
about the author and the work, from which the source is taken, and about 
its context. In the case of inscriptions the introduction tells the reader 
where and when it was found and where it is placed. Text and translation 
are then followed by short philological resp. epigraphical commentaries, 
which give the necessary information about the date, textual problems and 
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historical facts of the testimonium, and by an archaeological commentary 
(on the monument)3 and at the end of the testimonia for the major artists 
there will be a short resumé summarizing what we know about the artist 
and his oeuvre.

3. Pictures
Last but not least, the New Overbeck will have pictures. To avoid the danger 
of illustrating the literary texts with false or fanciful attributions of preserved 
works of art and thus stabilizing wrong identifi cations in the mind of the user, 
it was decided to present pictures only in those cases, where the connection 
between a literary testimonium and a preserved work of art is either certain 
or most likely and to inform the user about the difference between certain 
and probable not only in the commentary, but already through the image. 
Thus we will use two different forms of presentation: Certain attributions 
will be framed by an unbroken line; probable attributions will get a broken 
frame.

3 Of central importance is the critical evaluation of the often quite fanciful identifi -
cation and attribution of preserved statues or copies (or fragments of statues or copies) 
to a particular artist.
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In the case of the inscriptions we will present a ‘signature’ of each artist, 
where available 

and – more importantly – we will show the top side of the base of a monu-
ment, whenever it supplies information about the object or objects, which 
stood upon it, and about their form and height:

The 4.500 testimonia will be framed by an introduction and by glossary, 
indices, and concordances.4

II

The work on the sources has stimulated a number of questions, one of which 
shall be outlined briefl y in the following: 

In view of the importance of the theatre for the vase painters of the 5th 
and especially of the 4th centuries,5 one would expect that the painters of 
large pictures – such as panel paintings or wall paintings – were also inspired 
by performances of tragedy and comedy, or by the texts of the plays. If one 
looks at the testimonia, however, this appears not to have been the case.

One has to keep in mind, though, that our knowledge of Greek painting 
is very fragmentary – we know only a small part of the oeuvre of the known 
painters, and Overbeck did not include paintings where the literary source 
did not identify the artist.6 Furthermore, we have almost no information 

4 There will be 5 volumes (instead of one) which will be published together in 2012 
(by Walter de Gruyter); and, of course, DNO will be available as E-Book.

5 J. R. Green, Theatre in Ancient Greek Society (London 1994); O. Taplin, Comic 
Angels (Oxford 1993); id., Pots and Plays. Interaction between Tragedy and Greek 
Vase-painting of the Fourth Century B. C. (Los Angeles 2007).

 6 One could only fi ll this gap, if one were to go through the complete body of the 
preserved Greek and Latin literature. 
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about pictures that were produced for rooms in private homes – for example 
the andron. If we are told where a certain painting was presented, it is in 
representative public buildings – like the Stoa Poikile on the Athenian agora 
or the pinakotheke on the acropolis. The testimonium that Alcibiades locked 
Agatharchus up in his house for four months and forced him to decorate it 
with paintings,7 is the exception that proves the rule. With the private home, 
however, we may miss exactly the realm, for which paintings with tragic 
themes could have been produced. And last but not least: even in the cases, 
in which an author explicitly states the title or theme of the picture (The 
sacrifi ce of Iphigeneia e. g.) and/or describes it in detail, we cannot check, 
whether the painter has been inspired by a preserved or a lost tragedy or 
rather by the treatment of the story in epic poetry or popular story telling, 
because the paintings are not preserved.

But even if one keeps all these limitations in mind, it is remarkable that 
in the hundreds of testimonia there is almost no explicit and unambiguous 
relation between painting and theatre in general and painting and tragedy 
in particular.

For the fi rst generation of painters about whom we possess some 
information – i. e. for Polygnotus and his brother Aristophon, for Micon 
and Panainus, the brother of Phidias – our sources attest paintings in offi cial 
buildings.

Stoa Poikile:8

Ilioupersis Polygnotus
Amazonomachia Micon
Battle of Marathon Micon
Battle of Oinone Panainus (?)

Anakeion:9

Dioscuri and Leucippids Polygnotus
Argonauts Micon

Theseion:10

Amazonomachia Micon
Battle of Lapiths and Centaurs Micon
Theseus and Minos Micon

It is only in the Stoa Poikile that we fi nd paintings of historical battles: 
Marathon by Micon and Oinoe probably by Panainus. All the others 

 7 Andoc. Contra Alc. 17; Demosth. 21. 147; Plut. Alc. 16.
 8 Paus. 1. 15. 1–3.
 9 Paus. 1. 18. 1.
10 Paus. 1. 17. 2–4.
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are mythical paintings, which appear to have been inspired by the epic 
tradition: Homer and the Trojan cycle, the Argonauts and Theseus. Of 
course, many of the stories or scenes that are mentioned or described in 
the literary sources have been treated by contemporary tragedy, but there is 
no evidence – or even a good reason to believe – that the painters were in-
fl uenced by a performance in the theatre. Look for instance at the topics of 
the seven mythological paintings which, according to Pausanias (1. 22. 6), 
were presented in the pinakotheke on the acropolis:

”Esti d� ™n ¢rister´ tîn propula…wn o‡khma œcon graf£j: ÐpÒsaij 
d� m¾ kaqšsthken Ð crÒnoj a‡tioj ¢fanšsin e�nai, Diom»dhj Ãn 
<kaˆ 'OdusseÚj>, (1) Ð m�n ™n L»mnJ tÕ Filokt»tou tÒxon, (2) Ð d� 
t¾n 'Aqhn©n ¢fairoÚmenoj ™x 'Il…ou. ™ntaàqa [™n ta‹j grafa‹j] 
(3) 'Oršsthj ™stˆn A‡gisqon foneÚwn kaˆ Pul£dhj toÝj pa‹daj toÝj 
Naupl…ou bohqoÝj ™lqÒntaj A„g…sqJ: (4) toà d� 'Acillšwj t£fou 
plhs…on mšllous£ ™sti sf£zesqai Poluxšnh. `Om»rJ d� eâ m�n 
pare…qh tÒde <tÕ> çmÕn oÛtwj œrgon: eâ dš moi fa…netai poiÁsai 
Skàron ØpÕ 'Acillšwj ¡loàsan, oÙd�n Ðmo…wj kaˆ Ósoi lšgousin 
(5) Ðmoà ta‹j parqšnoij 'Acillša œcein ™n SkÚrJ d…aitan, § d¾ kaˆ 
PolÚgnwtoj œgrayen. œgraye d� kaˆ (6) prÕj tù potamù ta‹j Ðmoà 
Nausik´ plunoÚsaij ™fist£menon 'Odussša kat¦ t¦ aÙt¦ kaq¦ 
d¾ kaˆ “Omhroj ™po…hse. grafaˆ dš e„si kaˆ ¥llai kaˆ 'Alkibi£dhj, 
†ppwn dš oƒ n…khj tÁj ™n Nemšv ™stˆ shme‹a ™n tÍ grafÍ. Kaˆ (7) Per-
seÚj ™stin ™j Sšrifon komizÒmenoj, PoludšktV fšrwn t¾n kefal¾n 
t¾n MedoÚshj.

Diomedes and the Palladion (1); Odysseus and the bow of Philoctetes (2); 
Orestes and Pylades killing Aegisthus and the sons of Nauplius (3); The 
sacrifi ce of Polyxena on the grave of Achilles (4); Achilles on Scyrus (5); 
Odysseus and Nausicaa at the river (6); Perseus returning to Seriphus with 
the head of the Medusa (7). Tragic or satyric treatments are testifi ed for 
almost all of these topics. 

Only for number 5 and 6 Pausanias provides the name of the painter: 
Polygnotus, among whose paintings also is a Salmoneus:

Oeuvre of Polygnotus:
 1. Ilioupersis  Lesche of the Cnidians
 2. Nekyia Lesche of the Cnidians
 3. Ilioupersis (Greeks after the capture of Troy) Stoa Poikile
 4. Dioscuri and Leucippids Anakeion
 5. Odysseus after the killing  Temple of Athena Areia
   of the suitors  (Plataeae)
 6. Achilles on Scyrus Pinakotheke
 7. Sacrifi ce of Polyxena (?) Pinakotheke
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 8. Odysseus and Nausicaa Pinakotheke
 9. Frescoes (of unknown subject) Thespiae
10. Ascendens cum clupeo (Capaneus?) ?
11. Salmoneus ?
12. Polygnotus’ hare (part of a picture) Anakeion?
13. Polygnotus’ donkey (part of a picture) ?

Three of Polygnotus’ topics (numbers 6, 8 and 11) have been treated 
by Sophoclean satyr plays, but nobody will believe that Polygnotus had 
a special penchant for satyr play. There is, however a testimonium (just 
one), which could indicate that Polygnotus followed a tragedian: In his 
description of the Nekyia in the Lesche of the Cnidians in Delphi Pausanias 
(10. 31. 3 f.) seems to imply that Polygnotus in his depiction of the death 
of Meleagrus did not follow Homer’s,11 but Phrynichus’ version,12 in which 
Meleagrus dies, when his mother Althaea throws the wooden log, on which 
his destiny hinges, into the fi re:

™j d� toà Mele£grou t¾n teleut¾n `Om»rJ mšn ™stin e„rhmšna æj 
'ErinÝj katarîn ¢koÚsai tîn 'Alqa…aj kaˆ ¢poq£noi kat¦ taÚthn 
Ð Melšagroj t¾n a„t…an: aƒ d� 'Ho‹a… te kaloÚmenai kaˆ ¹ Minu¦j 
æmolog»kasin ¢ll»laij: 'ApÒllwna g¦r d¾ aáta… fasin aƒ poi»seij 
¢mànai KoÚrhsin ™pˆ toÝj A„twloÝj kaˆ ¢poqane‹n Melšagron ØpÕ 
'ApÒllwnoj. (31. 4) tÕn d� ™pˆ tù dalù lÒgon, æj doqe…h m�n ØpÕ 
Moirîn tÍ 'Alqa…v, Mele£grJ d� oÙ prÒteron [d�] œdei t¾n teleut¾n 
[t¾n] sumbÁnai prˆn À ØpÕ purÕj ¢fanisqÁnai tÕn dalÕn kaˆ æj ØpÕ 
toà qumoà katapr»seien aÙtÕn ¹ 'Alqa…a, toàton tÕn lÒgon FrÚnicoj 
Ð Polufr£dmonoj prîtoj ™n dr£mati œdeixe Pleurwn…aij.

This is only a small detail in a very large picture and, of course, Pausanias’ 
interpretation, but perhaps an indication that the painters (at least the ones 
that lived and worked in Athens and will have visited the Dionysia) may 
in some cases have been inspired by a play, and there is an equally rare 
parallel from sculpture: Pausanias reports that Argos dedicated a group of 
Polyneices and the commanders who died fi ghting with him at the walls 
of Thebes, and adds there were more commanders than seven, but Argos – 
i. e. the artist, whom Pausanias does not name – followed Aeschylus, who 
had reduced the number to seven.13

Another interesting case is the painting of Philoctetes attested for 
Polygnotus’s brother Aristophon. It is Plutarchus who in De audiendis 
poetis and in the Quaestiones convivales – in a context, where he talks 

11 Homer, Iliad 9. 566–572.
12 Phrynichus TGrF  I. 3 F 6 (Pleuroniai).
13 Paus. 2. 20. 5.
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about the paradox of tragic pleasure – praises the two artists, who by their 
art transformed the pain, with which we watch a sick respectively a dying 
person, into admiration and pleasure:

kaˆ nosèdh m�n ¥nqrwpon kaˆ Ûpoulon æj ¢terp�j qšama feÚgomen, 
tÕn d' 'Aristofîntoj Filokt»thn kaˆ t¾n Silan…wnoj 'Iok£sthn Ðmo…-
ouj fq…nousi kaˆ ¢poqnÇskousi pepoihmšnouj Ðrîntej ca…romen.14

Aristophon’s Philoctetes and the dying Iocaste of the fourth century 
sculptor Silanion, certainly are tragic themes, but the question whether the 
two artists were inspired by Aeschylus’ Philoctetes resp. one of the three 
Oedipus plays by the three great tragedians, cannot be answered with any 
certainty. There were, by the way, other famous portraits of Philoctetes by 
Parrhasius15 and possibly by Aristides16 (both painters of the fourth century), 
and – very likely – a statue by the famous fi fth century sculptor Pythagoras.17

Another likely candidate for tragic themes would be Agatharchus of 
Samos, who according to Vitruvius was the fi rst to paint a skenographia for 
a production of Aeschylus and wrote about it.

namque primum Agatharchus Athenis, Aeschylo docente tragoediam, 
scenam fecit et de ea commentarium reliquit.18

But unfortunately we do not have any information about the topics of the 
painter, who praised himself, as Plutarchus reports, for working with great 
ease: tacÝ kaˆ ·ad…wj.19

The great painters of the next generation – Parrhasius and Zeuxis – are 
not known to have painted large multi-fi gured pictures.

Zeuxis
Zeus and the Olympic Gods, Eros, Marsyas, Pan, Centaurs, Boreas and 
Triton, Heracleiscus and Alcmene, Helena, Penelope, Menelaus, athlet, 
old woman.

Parrhasius
Hermes, Prometheus, Hercules, Theseus, Meleagrus, Hercules and 
Perseus, two mythological paintings, Odysseus Mainomenos, Hoplon 
Krisis, Philoctetes, Demos, Archigallus, priest, Philiscus, Dionysus and 
Arete, Nauarchus, hoplites, nurse, pueri duo.

14 Plut. Mor. 18 c (De aud. poet. 3); Mor. 674 a (Quaest. conv. 5. 1. 2).
15 AP 16. 111.
16 Plin. NH 35. 100 (<Aristides> pinxit et aegrum sine fi ne laudatum = Philoctetes?).
17 Plin. NH 34. 59 (AP 16. 112); LIMC VII 1, s. v. Philoctetes Nr. 54.
18 Vitruvius 7 praef. 10; E. Keuls, Plato and Greek Painting (New York 1978) 63 f.; 

T. Carl, Bild und Betrachter (Rahden 2006) 39 ff.
19 Plut. Per. 13.
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Their oeuvre, as far as we know it, shows single persons or small groups of 
two or three, rather than stories. Next to gods and the great heroes of myth 
we fi nd new subjects: allegorical fi gures, portraits of contemporaries: an 
unknown poet, a priest, athletes and minor fi gures such as a nurse, an old 
woman or two boys.

Despite the growing popularity of the dramatic performances there is 
no indication of any infl uence of tragedy on these two most distinguished 
painters of the time of Sophocles and Euripides; and the testimonia of the 
Suda and the late Vita of Euripides that the tragedian originally was a painter 
and that pictures of his were shown in Megara,20 would – even if they were 
true (which is anything but certain) – add nothing to the small number of 
tragic themes, since we are not told what the subjects of the pictures in 
Megara (or of other pictures by him) were.

The third famous painter of the last decades of the fi fth century, 
Timanthes of Cythnus, is much more interesting for our question than 
Parrhasius and Zeuxis. Besides a painting of a hero, which Pliny describes 
as Timanthes’ attempt to produce the perfect male fi gure,21 all his attested 
paintings appear to present tragic or satyric themes: Sacrifi ce of Iphigeneia, 
Ajax and Odysseus (Hoplon Krisis), Stoning of Palamedes, Cyclops cum 
satyris.

Particularly famous was his Sacrifi ce of Iphigeneia. Cicero, Valerius 
Maximus, Pliny, and Quintilian all praise Timanthes for his ability to dif-
ferentiate nuances of grief: Cicero e. g. declared that the renowned painter 
portrayed Calchas sad, Odysseus sadder, Menelaus mournful and – fi -
nally – Agamemnon, the father of the victim – with veiled head, because 
“the deepest grief cannot be brought out by the brush”.22 Veiling of the head 
as a sign of deep grief is not new; we fi nd it already in Homer (Il. 24. 162 f.; 
Od. 8. 85); but in the context of the sacrifi ce of Iphigeneia, it is possible 
that Timanthes took the motif from the messenger speech of Euripides’ 
Iphigeneia at Aulis.23 Of his other paintings – the Hoplon Krisis and the 
Stoning of Palamedes – we hear nothing that would indicate that he was 
inspired by a drama. In principle that is quite possible, and it is certainly the 
case with his Cyclops with satyrs. It is not imperative that the painting was 

20 Suda e 3695 Adler (TGrF 5. 1, p. 53) EÙrip…dhj, Mnhs£rcou [...] gšgone d� 
t¦ prîta zwgr£foj. – Vita IA 4 (TGrF 5, 1, p. 46): fasˆ d' aÙtÕn kaˆ zwgr£fon 
genšsqai kaˆ de…knusqai aÙtoà pin£kia ™n Meg£roij.

21 Plin. NH 35. 74.
22 Orator 74: si denique pictor ille (sc. Timanthes) vidit, cum immolanda Iphigenia 

tristis Calchas esset, tristior Ulixes, maereret Menelaus, obvolvendum caput Agamem-
nonis esse, quoniam summum illum luctum penicillo non posset imitari; si denique 
histrio quid deceat quaerit: quid faciendum oratori putemus? Cf. Plin. NH 35. 73; Quint. 
2. 13. 12 f.; Val. Max. 8. 11. 6.

23 Eur. IA 1349 f.
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motivated by Euripides’ Cyclops, but the connection of Polyphemus with 
satyrs is of course unthinkable without the theatre.

In view of the enormous proliferation of dramatic performances 
throughout the Greek world and the growing number of vase paintings 
inspired by the theatre, it is astonishing that for the great painters of the 
fourth century even less tragic themes are attested than for their predecessors. 
Among the paintings of Apelles and Protogenes, the two most famous 
painters of the second half of the 4th century there is not a single example:

Apelles
Aphrodite Anadyomene, Aphrodite, Charis, Tyche, Artemis, Hercules, 
Heros, Bronte, Astrape et Ceraunobolia, Calumnia, Alexander (several 
times), Alexander’s hetairoi, Antigonus Monophtalmos, Pancaspe, self-
portrait, Megabyzus, Sacrifi cial procession, exspirantes, horse, fawn.

Protogenes
Ialysus, Satyr, Cydippe and Tlepolemus, Paralus and Hammonias (the Athe-
nian state ships), athlet, Alexander, Pan, Philiscus (tragedian), Thesmothet.

As a glance at the lists of their oeuvre shows, the importance of myth 
as a subject for painting diminishes considerably. Its place is taken by 
contemporary heroes such as Alexander and his generals. Tragic themes 
do not disappear altogether. They are attested for Theon,24 Athenion,25 
Antiphilus26 and others – and for the new temple of Dionysus Eleuthereus 
at the southslope of the acropolis. Pausanias (1. 20. 3) reports that besides 
Ariadne on Naxos, a story, which appears to never have become the subject 
of a tragedy, and the Return of Hephaestus to Mount Olympus, which was 
a theme of early satyr play, there were paintings of the tragic punishments 
of Pentheus and Lycurgus:

toà DionÚsou dš ™sti prÕj tù qe£trJ tÕ ¢rcaiÒtaton ƒerÒn: [...] 
grafaˆ d� aÙtÒqi (1) DiÒnusÒj ™stin ¢n£gwn “Hfaiston ™j oÙranÒn: 
lšgetai d� kaˆ t£de ØpÕ `Ell»nwn, æj “Hra ·…yai genÒmenon 
“Hfaiston, Ð dš oƒ mnhsikakîn pšmyai dîron crusoàn qrÒnon 
¢fane‹j desmoÝj œconta, kaˆ t¾n m�n ™pe… te ™kaqšzeto dedšsqai, 
qeîn d� tîn m�n ¥llwn oÙdenˆ tÕn “Hfaiston ™qšlein pe…qesqai, 
DiÒnusoj d� – m£lista g¦r ™j toàton pist¦ Ãn `Hfa…stJ – meqÚsaj 
aÙtÕn ™j oÙranÕn ½gage: taàt£ te d¾ gegrammšna e„sˆ kaˆ (2) PenqeÝj 
kaˆ (3) Lukoàrgoj ïn ™j DiÒnuson Ûbrisan didÒntej d…kaj, (4) 'Ari£dnh 
d� kaqeÚdousa kaˆ QhseÝj ¢nagÒmenoj kaˆ DiÒnusoj ¼kwn ™j tÁj 
'Ari£dnhj t¾n ¡rpag»n.

24 Theon: Plin. NH 35. 144 (Orestes’ matricide, Cassandra, Orestes mainomenos).
25 Athenion: Plin. NH 35. 134 (Achilles on Scyrus).
26 Antiphilus: Plin. NH 35. 114 (Hippolytus).
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I will conclude my search for tragic themes in large paintings with a late 
painter, who was particularly renowned for his tragic themes: Timomachus 
of Byzantium, who probably lived in the second century BC.27 Besides 
paintings (resp. a painting) of Orestes and Iphigeneia in Tauris,28 Pliny and 
others29 attest pictures of Ajax and Medea, which won great public fame, 
because Caesar bought it for the enormous prize of 80 talents and displayed 
it in the temple of Venus Genetrix.30

In both cases – for his Ajax as well as for his Medea – Timomachus 
had chosen a so-called ‘fruchtbaren Augenblick’ or ‘pregnant moment’ of 
the Sophoclean and respectively Euripidean tragedies: In the case of the 
Ajax, the scene in which the hero, having slaughtered the cattle belonging 
to the victorious army, is sitting in his tent, exhausted and brooding, and 
considers suicide;31 and in the case of the Medea the famous monologue 
in which Medea brings herself to kill her children.32 No less than nine 
epigrams describe – in ever new formulations – the antagonism between 
her motherly love and the desire for revenge, between wrath and pity, wild 
glances and tears.33 They praise Timomachus for having chosen – as in his 
painting of Ajax – not the tragic deed, but the moment of decision and thus 
having avoided to stain his hand and brush with blood. 

The literary testimonia suggest that Timomachus’ painting of Medea 
belonged to the most important artworks of antiquity, and this is confi rmed 
by the rich history of its reception and transformation not only in Pompeian 
wall painting from Pompeii and Herculaneum,34 but also in Roman imperial 
sculpture. The Medea statue, which Callistratus praises enthusiastically, 
may be fi ctitious,35 but we happen to have several provincial statues and 
statuettes of the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD.36

27 The date of Timomachus is uncertain. Pliny (NH 35. 36) takes him as contem-
porary with Caesar, but it is much more likely that he lived already in the fi rst half of 
the third century, as Lippold suggests (G. Lippold, “Timomachos [5]”, RE 6 [1936] 
1292–1294; cf. also E. Simon, “Die Typen der Medeadarstellung in der antiken Kunst”, 
Gymnasium 61 [1954] 203–227) or in the second century BC.

28 Plin. NH 35. 136; it is possible that the picture showed the famous Euripidean 
anagnorisis, but the syntax of Pliny’s statement suggests that he talks about two sepa-
rate paintings.

29 e. g. Cic. Verr. 4. 135; Ov. Trist. 2. 521–532; Philostr. Vita Apoll. 2. 22.
30 Plin. NH 35. 136 (7. 126; 35. 26).
31 Soph. Aj. 306–326.
32 Eur. Medea 1019–1080.
33 AP 16. 135–140, 143; Epigr. Bob. 53 f.
34 LIMC VI 1 (M. Schmidt), Nr. 8–14; Nr. 12 f. show theatre scenes (Medea with 

onkos-mask).
35 Callistratus, Nr. 13.
36 LIMC VI 1, Nr. 19–22; cf. also the gems (Nr. 15–18) and reliefs (Nr. 23 f.).
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Timomachus’ Medea and Ajax (and perhaps his picture of Iphigeneia 
and Orestes, which, as Pliny states,37 was equally famous), are the only 
cases, where there can be virtually no doubt about their being inspired by 
the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides. There was a theatre at Cyzicus, 
where Timomachus lived, and the painter may have been inspired by 
performances, but it is, of course, equally possible that he took his tragic 
themes from reading.

So it is the latest of the great Greek painters – Timomachus – who is the 
fi rst and only one, of whom we can be certain, that he painted central scenes 
of famous tragedies, and it is probably no coincidence that he lived and 
worked in a time, for which the fi rst large paintings with comedy-scenes are 
attested. It is possible that Timomachus had predecessors. For, as we have 
seen, there are many titles of paintings that point to tragic stories, characters 
or scenes.38 But we will probably never know for certain, whether earlier 
painters, such as Timanthes at the end of the 5th century, were inspired by 
a performance or reading of a particular play. Here the New Overbeck, 
helpful as the fi ve volumes hopefully will be, does not allow an answer.

Bernd Seidensticker
FU Berlin

В статье подведены итоги работы над обновленным и расширенным изданием 
знаменитого труда Й. Овербека (завершение этого коллективного проекта ожи-
дается в 2012 г.). Опираясь на литературные свидетельства, автор демонстри-
рует примечательное явление – чрезвычайную редкость отражения сюжетов 
трагедии в античной монументальной живописи.

37 Plin. NH 35. 136.
38 It is interesting that Aeschylus in the Oresteia twice refers to painting: 1. Iphi-

geneia standing out like a central fi gure in a painting (Ag. 241); 2. the Erinyes do not 
look like the Harpyes Pythia has seen in paintings (Eum. 50 f.). But the reference is not 
to paintings of the sacrifi ce of Iphigeneia or of the Erinyes and it is not clear whether 
Aeschylus has large paintings in mind or vase paintings.


